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Abstract

The Stoer–Wagner algorithm computes a minimum cut in a weighted undirected graph. The algorithm works inn−1 phases,
wheren is the number of nodes ofG. Each phase takes time O(m+n logn), wherem is the number of edges ofG, and computes
a pair of verticess and t and a minimum cut separatings and t . We show how to extend the algorithm such that each phase
also computes a maximum flow froms to t . The flow is computed in O(m) additional time and certifies the cut computed in the
phase. 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.

We give a correctness certificate for the min-cut al-
gorithm of Stoer and Wagner [6]. This algorithm re-
fines the algorithm of Nagamochi and Ibaraki [5,4]; it
has the same time complexity, but is simpler. The al-
gorithm is deterministic. There are faster randomized
algorithms [2,3]. No certificates are known for the ran-
domized algorithms.

Let G be an undirected graph withn vertices and
m edges. The algorithm of Stoer and Wagner works
in n−1 phases. In each phase it identifies two vertices
and a minimum cut separating them and then collapses
the two vertices into one. The global min-cut is the
minimum cut found in any phase. Each phase runs in
time O(m + n logn). We extend the algorithm such
that it also finds a flow equal to the min-cut in each
phase. The additional time required to find the flow is
O(m) in each phase.
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We concentrate on the first phase. For an edgee =
uv we usew(e) orw(u,v) to denote its weight (which
is non-negative) and for a subsetA⊆ V and a vertexz
we use

w(A,z)=
∑
x∈A

w(x, z)

to denote the weighted adjacency ofz toA. The Stoer–
Wagner algorithm numbers the vertices ofG by a so-
calledmaximum adjacency search. In the first step an
arbitrary vertexa ∈ V is selected and labeled 1 and
A is initialized to {a}. In the ith step, 26 i 6 n, an
unlabeled vertexx with maximal adjacency toA is
selected, labeledi, and added toA. Let s andt be the
two vertices labeled last.

Lemma 1 [6]. (V − {t}, {t}) is a minimums-t-cut.

LetC =w(V −{t}, {t}). We will construct a flow of
valueC from s to t . From now on we identify nodes
with their label (in particular,t = n and s = n − 1)
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Fig. 1. A 2-reduction.

and we useAi to denote the nodes 1 toi. Our main
technical tool is the concept of anr-reduction where
r is a non-negative real. Anr-reduction changes the
weight functionw to a weight functionw′ such that
(1) w′(e)6w(e) for all e,
(2) w′(Ai−1, i)=min(r,w(Ai−1, i)) for all i.
Fig. 1 shows an example. We want to stress that anr-
reduction does not uniquely determine the new weight
function. The only requirements are that weights are
only decreased and that the adjacency of any vertex is
reduced to the minimum ofr and its old adjacency.

Lemma 2. Letw′ be obtained by anr-reduction from
w. Then a maximum adjacency search on(G,w′) can
reproduce the node labeling induced byw.

Proof. We use induction oni. Clearly, node 1 can still
be labeled 1. So, assume that nodes 1 toi − 1 have
been labeled identically and consider nodesi and j
with i < j . Then

w(Ai−1, i)>w(Ai−1, j)

since i was labeled beforej with respect to weight
functionw,

w(Ai−1, j)>w′(Ai−1, j)

since weights are only decreased,

w′(Ai−1, j)6 r
sincew′ is obtained fromw by anr-reduction, and

w′(Ai−1, i)=min
(
r,w(Ai−1, i)

)
.

Thus,w′(Ai−1, i) > w′(Ai−1, j) and i can still be
labeled beforej . 2

We define two paths, one starting fromt and one
starting froms. The pathpt = v0, v1, . . . starting from
t is defined as follows. We setv0 = t and for l > 1

definevl as the highest numbered node less thanvl−1
such thatw(vl, vl−1) > 0. The pathps is defined
analogously. In the graphs of Fig. 1 the path starting
from t is 4, 2, 1 and the path starting froms is 3, 2, 1.
We define thes-t-join as the highest numbered vertex
that belongs topt andps .

Lemma 3.
(1) For all i: if no nodej , j > i, lies onps andpt

thenw(Ai−1, i)> C :=w(An−1, n).
(2) If C > 0, the s-t-join exists andw(Ai−1, i) > C

for anyi larger than thes-t-join.

Proof. (1) We use induction oni. The claim is clearly
true for i = n. So, assumei < n and that noj ,
j > i, lies on ps and pt . Assume without loss of
generality thati does not lie onpt . Let j > i be
minimal such thatj lies onpt . Thenw(Ai−1, j) =
w(Aj−1, j) sincew(l, j) = 0 for all l, i 6 l < j , by
definition of the pathpt . Also, w(Aj−1, j) > C by
induction hypothesis andw(Ai−1, i)>w(Ai−1, j) by
the definition of maximum adjacency search.

(2) We only need to show the existence of thes-
t-join. Assume that thes-t-join does not exist. Then
one of the pathsps or pt cannot extend all the way to
node 1, sayps . Let i > 1 be the last node onps . Then
w(Ai−1, i)= 0. On the other hand,w(Ai−1, i)>C >
0 by part (1), a contradiction.2

Let k be thes-t-join and consider the path starting
in s, followingps to k, and then following (the reversal
of) pt to t . Call this pathp and letc be the smallest
weight of any edge onp. We can sendc amount of
flow from s to t alongp.

Consider the following(C − c)-reduction. For any
nodev reduce the weight of the incoming edges, i.e.,
the edges connectingv to smaller numbered nodes, to
min(C−c,w(Av, v)). It is completely arbitrary which
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Fig. 2. We haveC = 2, k = 2, p = (4,2,3), andc= 1. We perform a 1-reduction. In this reduction the weight of any edge onp is reduced by
one. The result of the 1-reduction is shown. In the resulting graph there is pathq from s to t of weight one. The two pathsp andq form a flow
of value 2 froms to t .

weights are reduced except ifv lies onp and is not
the lowest numbered node onp. In the latter case
the weight of the edge ofp into v must be reduced
by c. The reduction just described has the following
properties:
• the weight of the edges onp is reduced byc, i.e.,

we constructed a flow of amountc throughp;
• the same node labeling is still possible after the

reduction by Lemma 2;
• w′(An−1, n)= C − c.

The complete algorithm is now as follows. We
construct an ans-t-flow of value C := w(An−1, n)

incrementally by a sequence of reductions.

while C > 0
{ let k be thes-t-join;

define the pathp as above and letc be the smallest
weight of any edge onp.

perform a (C − c)-reduction. In this reduction
reduce the weight of all edges ofp by c.

}

The correctness of this algorithm follows directly
from Lemmas 2 and 3. The first lemma guarantees that
the reductions do not change the node numbering and
the second lemma guarantees the existence of the path
p and thatw′(Ai−1, i)= C−c for all nodesi with i >
k after the reduction. In particular,w′(An−1, n)= C−
c and hence the total weight of all paths constructed is
C. Fig. 2 shows an example.

We still need to describe a linear time implemen-
tation. To this end we study the global effect of the
algorithm on a vertexi. In each iteration the weight
of zero or more edgesj i with j < i is decreased. Ifi
lies onp and is larger than thes-t-join then we must
reduce the weight of the edge onp; otherwise we have
complete freedom in which weights to reduce. Let us

agree that we reduce the weights of edgesj i with j as
small as possible. In other words we view the edgesj i

with j < i ordered by increasingj and either reduce
the weight of the edge on the left end of the list (if no
flow is sent throughi) or on the right end of the list (if
flow is sent throughi). Since we are only interested in
the flow there is no need to make the former kind of
reduction. This leads to the following implementation.

First, sort for eachi the edgesj i with j < i in
increasing order ofj . This takes linear time by bucket
sort. Then initialize the flow construction as follows.
Saturate the edgest , if it exists and remove it. Let
C = w(An−1, n) (after the removal ofst), saturate all
edges intot , and push flowC out of s (starting with
the edges leading to largej ’s). More precisely, set

f (j, t)=w(j, t) for all j

and set

f (s, j)=min

(
w(s, j),C −

∑
l>j

f (s, l)

)
for all j.

Also, set i = n − 2 and Ci = C. We will next
iteratively decrementi down to 1. In the general step,
the flow through the edges across the cut(Ai,V −Ai)
has already been fixed. The edges carry flowCi from
s and the same amount of flow towardst . Consider
the edgesik with k > i. They carry a flowcs from s

and a flowct towardst . LetCi−1 = Ci −min(cs, ct ).
Assume without loss of generality thatcs > ct . We
forward flowcs− ct along the edgesj i with j < i. We
do so by starting with the edges leading to largej ’s.
By our previous arguments the capacity of the edges
j i, j < i, suffices to forward the flow. Altogether we
have established our claim that additional time O(m)

suffices to construct a maximums-t-flow.
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